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Tee-up for Webinar today

▪

Bob Gold was our ‘featured’ guest speaker at the CISE Fall
meeting at Georgia Tech. His focus was on how ISE
Leaders in Organizations could enhance how ISE is
positioned in their companies.

▪

Much of our March 2017 presentation was focused on the
Art and Science of Persuasion which is very salient to the
Young Professional’s Development Process but also very
relevant throughout one’s career.

▪

Today’s Webinar focuses on how to Become a
ChangeMaster.

▪

Bob and Scott have collaborated to compile some key ‘art
and science’ associated with this Competency
Development.

S

Purpose, Objectives, Agenda
Key Points:
▪

S

ISE’s need to learn to become Change Masters too

▪

This is about the blend of art and science and a method by which we all
can become better Change Masters

▪

If people learn this and practice this, they can become more powerful and
effective and successful

▪

The Pragmatic First Steps are simple, if there’s a will there is a way….

Agenda

12:00

Scott tee-up

12:07

Scott Introduce ‘Abstractions’

12:27

Bob build off the abstractions
with “Behavioral Technology”

12:50

Scott Close-out

This Webinar is provided in
partnership with the following IISE
‘affinity groups’:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The Michigan and Louisville
Chapters
The Industrial Advisory Board
The Young Professionals Group
The Society for Engineering and
Management Systems
The Society for Health Systems
The Council on Industrial and
Systems Engineering
And, the Industry Practitioner
Track Program Committee for the
Annual IISE Conference in
Orlando in May 2019.

Upcoming Webinars from Chapter #1
and CISE and IAB and Young
Professionals and many IISE Divisions

Upcoming Webinars

Questions?
How We’ll
Handle
Please write your question in the webinar
question web form. We will address as
many as we can at the end of the webinar
and send and email with follow up’s to
attendees for those not able to be
responded to.
Disclaimer, this is not an example of a good ‘meeting deck’, it’s a training deck. We’ve got too many slides
and the slides are ‘abstractions’ that are intended to be viewed as a ‘gestalt’ point in a series of points, and
this doesn’t stand alone without the trainer. We’ve decided to do this intentionally so that we have examples
for you ready, in the right spots if we feel we need them to make a point. If we don’t, then we’ll skip slides—
goal is to make our points not show all the slides nor discuss every slide in detail.

“If you don’t go within, you
go without”
Our Premise is that becoming an
effective Change Master starts with
learning how to change ourselves—a
practice what you preach approach.

“Though no one can go back and make a brand new start,
anyone can start from now and make a brand new
ending.”
― Anonymous

In a major study of successful
transformations Change Mastery is
clearly the top Factor

B

In the Art and Science of Persuasion (successful change and improvement), it’s not about what you did (not show
and tell), not really about what you are selling as much as it is about you understanding who you are ‘selling’
to and what matters to them.

Biggest Challenges to
Overcome—IAB, YP Survey
of Young IISE Members

“The biggest Challenge I had to
overcome was to understand
Industrial Engineering from a business
perspective. Learning what really
mattered to my ‘customers’”

The rules for success change dramatically. My
habits that I was successful with in HS and
College, many, didn’t work well in real world. I
almost had to completely reengineer my habits.
Confrontation/Politics
Leader Communication/Feedback
Technical Skills
Relatinship Skills; Networking
Work Life Balance
Understanding/Follow-up
Industry/Company Specific
Explaining IE
School Environment --> Work
Personal Life (Goals/Perfection/Confidence)
Prioritization; Direction; Scope
Gaining Trust
Communication

5
In school we did things in pretty homogeneous peer
4
teams. That never happens in real world, I have
3
teams that are tremendously heterogeneous and
managing all those relationships is challenging.
1
4
One of my professors kept talking about relationships
2
and trust and I just heard blah, blah, blah. I just
7 didn’t get that establishing credibility, learning how
1
to get to know people, really know them, was so
5 important to really getting things done. I thought a
great solution will sell itself.
9
3
My professor kept talking about ‘use case’ for projects and
3
meetings and I never got it. Now I do. I’ve learned I have to
cater to the needs of my teams and the customer, I have to
2

do more pull than push. I have to be more patient.
I’m a year out of school and I’m trying to change people
who are 20 years into their career, very challenging.

S

Three Ball
Challenges
▪ As ISE’s, when we get a project, an opportunity to
capture, we have three ball’s we have to juggle:
1.

Solve the Focal Problem, Get to DONE, Achieve the
objectives and outcomes of the project (Quality of the
Solution)
2. Program and Project Management (Resource Management
over time)
3. Change Leadership and Management (Acceptance of the
Solution—Implementation, Deployment, Sustainability)

In our previous Webinar on the Art and Science of
Persuasion—we used this as our framework.
In this Webinar, we are going to zoom in on how to
specifically improve your ability to juggle the third
ball better.

S

A survey to get us
started….
1. The extent to which you believe your ability to ‘sell’, persuade, motivate, position
things, influence, use types of power, etc. will significantly impact the success of your
career? 1-10 (10 is highest)

B

A survey to get us
started….
1.

The extent to which you believe your ability to ‘sell’, persuade, motivate, position things, influence, use types of power, etc. will
significantly impact the success of your career? 1-10 (10 is highest)

2. Your knowledge and skill level at the art and science of persuasion, change
leadership/management? 1-10

B

A survey to get us
started….
1.

The extent to which you believe your ability to ‘sell’, persuade, motivate, position things, influence, use types of power, etc. will
significantly impact the success of your career? 1-10 (10 is highest)

2.

Your knowledge and skill level at the art and science of persuasion, change leadership/management? 1-10

3.

which three ‘factors’ or aspect of yourself do you feel you need the most work on to
become a more effective Change Agent/Master?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B

your brand believability
knowledge of motivation theories, human behavior, group behavior
listening skills (yours and others)
empathy skills (understanding people’s points of views, what motivates them)
handling conflict, disagreements
Trust, how to grow it,
confidence in moving forward with a point of view, tolerance for risk and ambiguity
Other, feel free to add….

Some ‘frameworks’, models,
abstractions that can create insights to
help you drive positive change

▪

Overarching Model—blending Collins and Senge

▪

Mindset Management—

▪

The Importance of Values--

▪

The Speed of Trust—

▪

Understanding Humans Being Human--

Successful Change Masters Internalize the Integration of these
components of the Five Disciplines
Greatness is a lot
about disciplined
people (thought,
word, deed)

Systems
&
Statistical
Thinking
ILSS

Personal
Mastery

Disciplined about
what?

Mental
Models

Creation
Skillful

Other Four Disciplines

Team
Learning

Some ‘frameworks’, models,
abstractions that can create insights to
help you drive positive change

▪

Overarching Model—blending Collins and Senge

▪

Mindset Management—a Trilogy of Principles

▪

The Importance of Values--

▪

The Speed of Trust—

▪

Understanding Humans Being Human--

O4D Trilogy
1.

Attitude is a Choice
•
•

•

2.

Stances we can adopt, types of attitudes
◼

◼

3.

The attitude I choose/adopt, impacts the results I create
the brain has three parts/components, the oldest part tends to take over in certain
situations over riding the newest part (where creation and full potential happens)
Humans tend to go unconscious at times

At-cause
At-effect

How Mindset Management can Impact the End Game—rapid positive
change

Stances, examples of attitudes, thought patterns

Difference

Evaluation
(usefulness,
utility)
Judgment
(right/wrong,
good/bad,
agree/disagree)

OR

Pattern or Habits relative to what % of
our ‘time’ we spend in each ‘stance’

Extension of Attitude is a choice
At-cause

Best case

Train
Train
them
them to
to
contribu
contribu
te
te here!!
here!!

Fix the System
Fix the Process
Fix the Problem

Worst case

Prepare them
to expect to
encounter
some of this

Do Nothing

Best case

Enroll Others
Sabbotage
Worst case
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At-effect

Taking Mindset, Attitude all the way to the end game—creating
Results looks like this….
10

10

INTENTION
0

MECHANISM

What might
need to
happen?

• the forecast

0

• the system
• the product/offering
• coworkers

• the professor

We Try and hope
We create
error—results
less than
planned

100

0

• the project/company

RESULTS

We tell
“Stories”
about
(Blame)

• My team mates

What
tends to
happen

Some ‘frameworks’, models,
abstractions that can create insights to
help you drive positive change

▪

Overarching Model—blending Collins and Senge

▪

Mindset Management—a Trilogy of Principles

▪

The Importance of Values—our come from has to be genuine and based
on values

▪

The Speed of Trust—

▪

Understanding Humans Being Human--

Leaders create Conditions where human
beings will naturally live on the “Right” and
when we do that, we create more VALUE!!!
Serve Ourselves

Serving the Higher Good

Conventional

Creative

Territorial

Sharing

Individual

Team

Competitive

Collaborative

Indecisive

Decisive

Problem-Solver

Creation Skillful

Focus on Activity

Focus on Results

At-fault/At-blame

At-Cause

Being Popular

Making the ‘Right’ Decision

Fearful

Courageous

Closed, Political, Indirect

Open, Honest, Direct

Defending/Debating
Question/Statement Ratio Low

Listening/Dialoguing
Question/Statement Ratio Hi

Hierarchical/Jobs

Contributions

Attack Ideas

Nurture Ideas

Under Performance

FULL POTENTIAL PERFORMANCE

SERVING

EXCELLENCE

INTEGRITY

LEARNING

Some ‘frameworks’, models,
abstractions that can create insights to
help you drive positive change

▪

Overarching Model—blending Collins and Senge

▪

Mindset Management—a Trilogy of Principles

▪

The Importance of Values—our come from has to be genuine and based
on values

▪

The Speed of Trust—such a simple, powerful concept

▪

Understanding Humans Being Human--

Five Waves of Trust
Self
Relationship
Organizational
Market
Societal

4 Cores of Credibility (self trust)
First Wave is all
about
Integrity
Intent
Capability

Second Wave—Relationship
Trust is all about consistent
behaviors
1.

Talk Straight

2.

Demonstrate Respect

3.

Create Transparency

4.

Right Wrongs

5.

Show Loyalty

6.

Deliver Results

7.

Get Better

8.

Confront Reality

9.

Clarify Expectations

10. Practice Accountability

Results

11. Listen First
12. Keep Commitments
13. Extend Trust

Establishing Ground Rules for yourself
and others is a pragmatic first step
Use open, honest, direct communication.
◼
◼

Say what you mean and mean what you say; be direct. Be respectful.
Minimize ‘withholds’, use feedback effectively.

Maintain confidentiality
◼

No attribution/no retribution

Manage Agreements
◼
◼

Make and keep quality agreements;
If you have a breakdown, manage it in a way that builds trust

Maintain a Supportive Environment
◼
◼

Help others if/when they get stuck
Active and/or deep listening

Be prepared and stay focused
◼

Stay focused on the conversation at hand

Be Self-Monitoring
◼

Keep your observer on, stay conscious, listen to your listening

Maintain a proper attitude for learning
◼
◼
◼

1% possibility
stay open to experimenting, taking a risk
minimize judgment (right/wrong; agree/disagree; like/dislike)

I like this visual….

Thank you

Some ‘frameworks’, models,
abstractions that can create insights to
help you drive positive change

▪

Overarching Model—blending Collins and Senge

▪

Mindset Management—a Trilogy of Principles

▪

The Importance of Values—our come from has to be genuine and based
on values

▪

The Speed of Trust—such a simple, powerful concept

▪

Understanding Humans Being Human—Comfort Zones and Growth Zones,
a tee up for Bob

A collage of concepts to
trigger rapid comprehension

The Process of Change and Growth—individual level view

Levels of Effectiveness Process
Growth Phase

Insight
(possibilities, what works)

Panic (I’m Wrong)

Practical first steps
(experimentation)

Practice
Exhaustion

Uncertainty Phase

Feedback

Internalization,
Interpretation

Point of Arrival
(Vision)
Illusion

Mastery
Habit, new
comfort zone

Willingness to
take a risk
Trigger
Situation

Routinization Phase

Fear of Failure
Stay in
comfort zone

Initiation Phase

31

That model up a level

The Fifth Discipline and Dance of Change
Business
Results
Credibility
Personal
Results

R3
New Business
Practices

R1
Networking
and
Diffusion
People
Involved

R2

Learning
Capabilities
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Investment
in change
initiatives

Enthusiasm
& Willingness
to Commit

Agenda

12:00

Scott tee-up

12:07

Scott Introduce ‘Abstractions’

12:27

Bob build off the abstractions
with “Behavioral Technology”

12:50

Scott Close-out

How to Create Positive
Change in Business & in Life
by

Robert Gold

What is the objective of this seminar?
• To make you feel more empowered to create
positive change
– Business, cultural, social, personal…

• To provide insights into the mind of the
Change Agent
• To explore the behavioral and emotional issues
that impact results
– Trust, motivation, fear, anxiety…

Introduction - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series

35

Nature or Nurture
• Does ability to lead/create change come natural
or is it learned behavior?
• Can you get better at it?

36

About the Presenter
• Inside my life
–
–
–
–

Grew up in New Jersey
Live in Manalapan
Married for over 30 years
Three children: Scott, Ilyssa, and Jessica

Introduction - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series
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About the Presenter
• Inside my head
–
–
–
–
–
–

I like people
I enjoy helping people
I love to learn
I fight for the underdogs and the outcasts
I’m a closet psychologist
I want to make the world a better place to live in

Introduction - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series
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About the Presenter
• Inside my career
– Grew software firm to over $105M
– Grew software product to over $10M run rate in
18 months and sold to an Israeli technology firm
– Won 2 Daytime Emmy Awards
– Owned and ran an organic farm
– CEO of a fast growing Health IT company

Introduction - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series
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Outline
• Seminar is divided into 4 parts:
– Behavioral Qualities of the Change Agent
– Implementation Challenges and Strategies
• The Effects of Change on Others
– Helping Others
– Conclusion

Outline - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series
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Outline
• What is the takeaway?
IT’S NOT:

How to guide or create a methodology…

IT IS:
To think about life and people in a different way…
IT IS:

To understand better how to channel behavior…
IT IS:

To create change and make an impact…

Outline - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series
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Outline
• What is the takeaway?
To make you feel you are in a better
state to create positive change for both
yourself and the rest of your world…

Outline - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series
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Behavioral Qualities of the
Change Agent
The Impossible Dream

43

Behavioral Qualities of the
Change Agent

• Believe in yourself
• Believe in others

• View life as a journey, not a destination

Behavioral Qualities of the Change Agent - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series

44

Implementation
Challenges and Strategies
Turning Qualities Into Action
My Way

45

Implementation Challenges
and Strategies
The effects of change on people…
and how the change agent is viewed
–
–
–
–
–

Cause anxiety and stress
Create excitement and renewal
Opinions galore
Leave a mark and legacy
Be admired and respected

Implementation Challenges and Strategies - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series
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Implementation Challenges
and Strategies
Learned Behavior:
Learn to need less recognition and appreciation

Implementation Challenges and Strategies - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series
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Actionable Qualities of the Change Agent

Channel Energy
– Be a Story Teller: Paint Picture of life after change
– People must know you embrace risk
– Create Result Descriptions not Job Descriptions

• Day-to-day activities will change

– Be Aware of Team Balance
– Always be Channeling

Implementation Challenges and Strategies - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series
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Make Your Brand Known
•
•
•
•

Who are you?
What do you stand for?
What is your style?
What is your vision, desire and objective?

Implementation Challenges and Strategies - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series
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People have Brands Too!
• What is your brand?
• To whom is your brand directed?
• Do you have more than one brand?

Implementation Challenges and Strategies - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series
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Brands Create Trust
• Most people will not buy from or trust an
unknown
• Your brand as a Change Agent
• People will buy in, making things easier
• You will be sought after
• It will be you, not the other person

Implementation Challenges and Strategies - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series
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Make Your World a
Better Place to Be
Use the power of transformation to help people

52

Conclusion and Wrap-Up
Practice, and trial-and-error will work—
you will get better!
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Believe in yourself
Believe in others
View life as a journey, not a destination
Make your brand known
Be aware of the cultural and behavioral impacts
Constantly channel peoples’ energy
Make it magical, and give back

Conclusion and Wrap-Up - The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series
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How to Create Positive
Change in Business & in Life
Thank you for coming!
The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series

"Far better it is to dare mighty things,
to win glorious triumphs, even though
checked by failure, than to take rank with
those poor spirits who neither enjoy much
nor suffer much, because they live in the
gray twilight that knows not victory nor
defeat…"
- Theodore Roosevelt

The Gold Group Entrepreneurial Management Series

Agenda

12:00

Scott tee-up

12:07

Scott Introduce ‘Abstractions’

12:27

Bob build off the abstractions
with “Behavioral Technology”

12:50

Scott Close-out

Upcoming Webinars from Chapter #1:

Industry Practitioner Track—
Orlando 19
Learn about
Industry 4.0
Expand and
Extend my
Network of
Peers

Strengthen my
Soft Skills

Accelerate my
Career
Progress and
Success
Get some
Altitude on my
life and job and
career and have
some Fun

Operational
Analytics

Learn about
Service 4.0

Use this link to Register
https://www.iise.org/details.aspx?id=48487

Why Attend

Sampling of what you’ll
get to participate in

So, First things First, take some
time out and invest in yourself

It Pays Off—I’ve attended 30+ IISE Conferences and the
Return on Investment has been 25+:1 !!!

